We describe Localization-Space Trails (LOST), a method that enables a team of robots to navigate between places of interest in an initially unknown environment using a trail of landmarks. The landmarks are not physical; they are waypoint coordinates generated on-line by each robot and shared with team-mates. Waypoints are specified in each robot's local coordinate system, and contain references to features in the world that are relevant to the team's task and common to all robots. Using these task-level references, robots can share waypoints without maintaining a global coordinate system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ants form supply columns to relocate valuable items through complex, dynamic environments. Their remarkable effectiveness is due to a highly robust strategy of local interactions among a large number of autonomous agents. The chemical trails formed by ants along their supply routes are robust with respect to changes in the environment and to the 'failure' of many individual ants [1] , [2] , [3] . Self-organized in this way, the ants are more effective and efficient than they would be as individuals; an ant trail is 'more than the sum of its parts'.
These properties are attractive to agent designers in general and in particular to robot builders who can see immediate applications for robot supply columns in hazardous or tedious environments. We aim to use ant-inspired trail following as a means to perform cooperative path-finding in general, and resource transportation in particular.
In this paper we describe a method for generating and using trails of landmarks to navigate between places of interest. The landmarks are not physical; they are waypoint coordinates generated on-line by each robot and shared with team-mates over a radio network. Waypoints are specified with reference to features in the world that are relevant to the team's task and common to all robots. Using such task-level features as landmarks avoids the need for recognizing and naming an external set of objects that are otherwise irrelevant to the task. Using these common landmarks, each robot can transform waypoint coordinates into its local reference frame, avoiding the cost of maintaining a fixed global coordinate system. Trails converge on 'good' routes, where 'good' is specified by a distance metric which can be defined to suit the application.
We present simple data structures that combine landmarks into useful trails, and algorithms for generating, sharing and using the trails. We call the method 'Localization-Space Trails', abbreviated to 'LOST'. The means for generating and using trails are loosely analogous to ant trail following. Instead of directly modifying their physical environment like ants [1] or performing an information-transmitting dance [4] about learned landmarks [5] like bees, our robots communicate landmark information over a wireless network. This communication requires very little bandwidth and is well within the capabilities of current networks.
The method is applied to an example 'resource transportation' task, in which multiple autonomous robots find and repeatedly traverse a path in an unknown environment between a known 'home' and a supply of resource at an initially unknown position. This is not a toy or contrived system; our experiments are performed with teams of three and four real robots in an unaltered, uninstrumented office environment. The robots use standard sensors, onboard computation and have no prior information about the world. Running the final version of LOST described below, the robots shuttle between home and goal for hours without human intervention.
A. Task
A team of robots works to transport resource in an unknown environment. Robots start from a home position and search for a supply of resources. On reaching the source, they receive a unit of resource and must return home with it, then return to fetch more resource repeatedly for the length of a trial.
Achieving this task reliably with robots would meet a realworld need. For example a factory may require a supply of widgets manufactured at position A to be transferred by robot to position B. In a Flexible Manufacturing System, the layout of the factory floor is expected to change over time. There will also be occasional robot breakdowns, perhaps blocking the supply route. There may be considerable benefit from a team of robots that can automatically find a new route without an up-todate map, or exploit several routes in parallel. There is also a military need for supplies (medicine, food, ammunition) to be transported over hazardous and uncertain terrain. The start location and the existence of one or more goal locations may be the only known features, and these may be a few meters or several kilometers apart. Perhaps a future colony on Mars might want to to retrieve resources from a distant autonomous mining robot. A single future nano-robot could move only a tiny payload on its own; like ants, large populations of robots will be required to move a significant amount of resource in a reasonable time.
In general, establishing a reliable robot supply column robust with respect to loss of individual robots could be very valuable. We chose this task as an ideal example of the application of mutiple mobile robots.
B. Contributions
This paper describes Localization-Space trails for robot teams. The main contributions of this work are: 1) We show that a team of robots can reliably create, share and follow virtual trails, specified as lists of waypoints in localization-space coordinates, between two locations in the real world. The method generalizes to N locations, and provides an alternative to mapping and planning strategies. 2) Waypoints in unrelated coordinate systems can be shared between robots by reference to mutually recognizable task-level features. The robots require no external frame of reference other than the events that characterize their task. By sharing and manipulating a common, minimal model of the world, anchored by task features, we exploit feedback through the model in a kind of simulated stigmergy that produces coherent group behavior. 3) This work is an example of our methodology of Constructive Robot Ethology; we take a functional view of an animal solution to a hard general problem, and engineer a related robot solution. 4) Long-duration experiments with teams of real autonomous teams provide a case study of a realized, robust, cooperative multi-robot system.
C. Structure of this paper
After reviewing related work, we describe our previous experiments in cooperative trail following (Section II). The central part of the paper describes a generalized trail-following strategy (Section III). We then describe a real robot team that implements the trail following algorithm to perform the transportation task (Section IV). We demonstrate in a series of experiments that (i) the method copes with unbounded accumulation of localization errors (Section IV-F), (ii) uses the shortest discovered path (Section IV-G). A subtle problem with the original controller is discussed and a solution is provided in Section IV-G.2. Section IV-H shows that a suitably modified system works robustly for long periods. The findings and implications of the work are then discussed in Section V.
II. PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK

A. Ant algorithms
The effectiveness of ant foraging has inspired solutions to a variety of optimization problems expressible as path-finding, for example load balancing and routing in communications networks [6] , [7] . Ant algorithms are totally distibuted, with no centralized controller. The outcome of the system is thus an emergent property of the interaction of the agents with the world. Such algorithms converge on the goal state by means of feedback loops mediated either by direct communication between agents, or by indirect interaction by repeated sensing and modification of the environment, known as stigmergy [8] . Stigmergy is the central idea in the "ant algorithms", including cooperative transport described by Bonabeau et al. [9] . Holland et al. exploit stigmergy in a foraging task with real robots [10] . A robot is used to model non-trail ant navigation in [11] . Ant algorithms have previously been suggested for a version of the transportation task [12] .
Chemical trail laying and following has been demonstrated in robots [13] , [14] . However it is often impractical and sometimes undesirable for robots to physically mark their environment. Trail following in localization space is not true stigmergy because the external world is not modified. We aim to reproduce stigmergy-like advantages by maintaining a minimal world model which is jointly manipulated; this simulates stigmergy. Mindful of the advice of [15] , we seek to maintain as little state as possible in the world model, and sense the world directly for the most part.
B. Cooperative group robotics
A useful review of cooperative multi-robot systems is given in [16] . Cooperative robot systems are typically behavior-based [17] , [18] , for example [19] demonstrate control of formations of lab robots and outdoor vehicles using reactive behaviors. A variety of group behaviors were constructed from a common set of basis behaviors in [20] . Formations without global localization have been demonstrated by [21] .
Communication is expected to enhance the capabilities of multi-robot systems. Communication on various levels in multi-robot system was studied by [22] , who found that simple, low-cost communication was almost as effective as their more complex strategies. A distinction was made in [23] between two types of knowledge shared in robot teams; Type 1 is global goals where the agents are informed of a global goal that each must work to achieve; Type 2 is global knowledge; data that are shared about the common environment to help an individual achieve its goals. LOST shares only Type 2 global data.
Our communication strategy is informed by the work of [24] , [25] , who examined the emergence of coherent group behavior by means of minimal signalling and listening strategies.
C. Localization and mapping
The dual problems of localization and mapping have been extensively studied in robotics. They are duals because solving one greatly simplifies the solution to the other. Given a map, a robot can localize itself. Given accurate localization estimates, a robot can build a map. Most approaches to mapping and localization (whether tackling one or both simultaneously) have focused on the generation of accurate maps of the environment with metric support. In particular, metric localization has been studied in two variants: as the tracking problem (where the initial pose of the robot is known) [26] , [27] , and as the kidnapped robot problem (where the intial pose of the robot is unknown) [28] , [29] . Metric mapping with imprecise localization has been studied as the simultaneous localization and mapping problem [30] , [31] , [32] . Metric approaches to localization and mapping while accurate are computationally intensive. On the contrary, topological approaches [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] to mapping are less computationally intensive and scale to multiple robots [37] rather more easily. However, the resulting maps (and location estimates derived from them) are coarse.
Mapping techniques could be applied to the transportation task. Once a map is generated and the goal found by exploring the environment, conventional path-planning could be used to find the optimal (or, more tractably, a near-or pareto-optimal) route through the environment. Subsequent planning can also be used to generate trajectories for the robots.
Trail following schemes like ours are proposed as an alternative to conventional mapping and path planning for solving path-finding problems under certain constraints. An important advantage of trail following is that it scales well; indeed it works better as the population size increases. We will return to this in Section V below, comparing LOST to state of the art metric mapping methods.
D. Trail following in a global but noisy localization space
We define localization space as any consistent spatial or topological representation of position. Such a space is shared if there is some (probably imperfect) correlation between the representations maintained by two or more individuals. A prime example is the Global Positioning System (GPS). Two systems equipped with GPS share a metric localization space in planetary coordinates. Similarly two robots that start out with known positions in the same coordinate system and maintain a position estimate via odometry share a localization space. In both examples each robot has only an estimate of its position in the true space, but the true space is common to both. More abstract localization spaces can be considered, such as the location of a data byte in a hierarchical database or a URL on the Internet. In these cases too, there can be some uncertainty in position; for example if position is described by a fuzzy matching rule or an ambiguous data query. Our intuition is that trail following may be possible in such spaces. For now, we examine only metric spaces.
A first version of our trail following strategy was described in [38] . It was inspired loosely by the foraging mechanisms of ants and bees [1] , [4] . In our simulator 'Arena' (now renamed 'Stage' [39] ), a population of robots shuttled between pre-specified 'Home' and 'Goal' regions of a large (60x60 robot-body-lengths) environment sparsely filled with obstacles.
Trail-following was found to compare favorably with an algorithm that used global knowledge of the environment. Robots were localized using a GPS-like global coordinate system with a noise model imposed. The method was shown to be robust with respect to significant localization error; indicating that it should be suitable for use in the real world.
E. Trail following in global localization space using odometry
Following these encouraging results, the method was implemented on real robots [40] . We performed experiments on a team of robots which localized by integrating their odometry.
All robots are started from the same position so their coordinate systems are initially aligned. The correlation between the spaces was observed to deteriorate over time as the error in each individual's localization estimate increases. Figure 1 shows plots of the localization estimates of four robots as they work in the hallways of our building, shuttling between 'Home' and 'Goal' positions (Points A and B in Figure 2 .
By sharing waypoints specified in their local coordinate systems, the robots were able to successfully travel from home to goal for 28 minutes, at which time the system broke down. After this much time, the robot's coordinate systems had diverged so much that waypoints could not be meaningfully shared between them.
In spite of this, our original trail following algorithm has some attractive properties: it finds good paths between locations, is reliable, is independent of the localization method employed by the robot, is adaptive to dynamic environments, and requires modest computation and communication resources. It is reasonbly robust to localization error, but it requires a global localization space. Maintaining an accurate global position estimate is often complex and always costly [28] , [41] .
F. Abandoning global localization space
The most readily available sensors for localization are rate-measuring devices (odometry, accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc.) which have no fixed frame of reference. The rates must be integrated over time to obtain position estimates. The magnetic compass and Global Positioning System (GPS) are counterexamples with fixed reference frames, but these are restricted to certain (magnetically neutral, satellite line-of-sight) environments, so we do not consider them here. Rate-integrating methods suffer unbounded drift and are therefore nonstationary; this means that a population of robots which start from known global positions and update their position estimates by integration will have their coordinate systems diverge over time.
Our thesis is that many tasks, including cooperative resource transportation can be achieved without computing full, maplike representations of the environment, thus saving the time and power required for the computation.
For reasons of generality, simplicity, efficiency and robustness we aim to design robot systems that can work in novel environments using self-referenced, nonstationary coordinate systems [constraint 1]. In multi-robot systems with symbolic communication this becomes a problem of referring to places in the world without maintaining a common coordinate system.
Our previous work assumed that there were two places of interest in the environment (referred to as 'Home' and 'Goal') connected by a single crumb trail. The trail was followed forwards towards the 'goal' and backwards towards 'home'. We have since generalized the method to handle N places by recording N trails (though we will only present results here for an N=2 experiment).
III. GENERALIZED LOCALIZATION-SPACE TRAIL FOLLOWING
This section presents the details of our generalized trailfollowing method, including data structures and algorithms for their manipulation. We then describe an implementation on a team of robots and show how the trail-following method can be straightforwardly integrated with a low-level navigation controller that is specific to a particular robot and environment.
A. Events
We define an Event as a task-relevant occurence that is perceived by a robot. The 'Event' concept is deliberately general. It is intended to capture some detectable regularity in the task at hand. For example, in a transportation task that requires acorns to be collected from a source pile and delivered to a bucket, the relevant Events would be 'pick-up-acorn-from-pile' and 'dropacorn-in-bucket'. A robot must be able to recognize these events in order to switch between acorn-seeking behavior to bucket-seeking behavior. Typically, Events are goals within the system; a robot transporting acorns would seek to experience Event 'pick-up-acorn-from-pile', followed by 'drop-acorn-inbucket', and so on. It is a requirement of a goal-directed system that it is able to recognize goals in this way.
An important constraint of our method is that the localization error is relatively small on a single traverse between Events [constraint 2]. Bias error (drift) must accumulate slowly relative to the frequency of experiencing events. The absolute localization accuracy required to meet this constraint is determined by the size and complexity of the environment, and not by LOST itself, which requires only that the localization is sufficiently good to allow the robot to reliably travel from one Event to another. LOST compensates for arbitrary drift over indefinite periods, but it can only make adjustments when Events occur.
LOST requires that such Events be recognized and given common names by multiple robots in the population; for information to be shared between two individuals, they must recognize at least two Events in common [constraint 3]. In a team of homogeneous robots engaged in a single group task, we expect that all robots would recognize the same set of named Events.
A more diverse population might have robots that recognize different subsets of all the possible Events.
For now we assume that all Events of the same type always happen at the same place [constraint 4] (though this constraint will be relaxed in future work as we exploit more of the dynamic properties of LOST).
When a robot detects an Event, it records its current location estimate and associates it with that Event. A robot can then express information about the world relative to location of Events. Other robots that have position estimates for the same Events can interpret the coordinates in their own local frame of reference.
LOST uses Events to exploit the regularity of the population's shared task(s), allowing individuals to share references to places in the world. The rest of this section describes the machinery required to maintain the necessary estimates, perform the required calculations, and interface with the robots' control system.
B. Trails, Places and Crumbs
The purpose of the Trail-following method is to guide the robot to an Event of interest, somewhere in the environment. It provides two useful pieces of information; (i) the headinghint ¢ ¡ is the direction in which to travel to reach the current goal; (ii) the distance-hint £ ¡ is the estimated time required to reach the goal. The rest of this section descibes how trails are created, manipulated and used to generate the Heading-hint and Time-hint.
The method's representation consists of Crumbs (the waypoints) and Places (the task-level common landmarks) collected into a Trail. Information is shared by combining Trails according to certain rules. Each of these elements is described below.
1) Places: global task-level landmarks:
The main aim of this work is to remove the requirement that a group of robots maintain a conventional global coordinate system or map in order to communicate information about places of mutual interest. The method is based on the commonality of Events.
In our transportation task illustrated by Figure 2 , the source (labelled ) and sink (labelled ¡ ) of resources are common to all robots. At the source the robot finds a unit of resource (Event ); at the sink it its relieved of the unit (Event ¡ ). The coordinate at which this happens is different for each robot as each has an independent frame of reference; it even changes over time as the local coordinate frame drifts. References to another Event ¤ must fully specify a single point in this space. We will consider only a two dimensional localization space, so here 
The distance £ does not have to be in any particular dimension, as long as all robots agree. For our experiment, we used time as the distance value. Our robots moved at an approximately constant speed of
, and a crumb was generated every 2 seconds, so a distance value of 1 (in seconds) corresponds to a physical distance of approximately 0.5m.
3) Trails: shared local data: A Trail is a set containing any number of Crumbs and Places. Each robot starts with an empty trail which is built up over time according to the trail-laying algorithm. A very simple trail might look like this: (10 5 to be added to the Trail. Any existing Place that locates the same Event is deleted. Thus the trail always contains the most up-to-date record of the position of £ 7 3
. Formally:
be the set of all Places in the current Trail P R If two trails do not have two Places in common, two different actions can be taken depending on an adopted policy. If we adopt a pessimistic policy, the coordinate systems are assumed to be different and the trails can not be combined by the algorithm above. If we adopt an optmistic policy the coordinate systems are assumed to be the same and the trails are combined as-is, by simply copying Crumbs and Places from one Trail to the other. If the Trails have one Place in common and the optimistic policy holds, orientation and scale are assumed to be similar to both Trails, and the Crumbs and Places can be transformed by translation alone into the local coordinate system.
If two trails have more than two Places in common, we can either pick two Places with which to do the standard transformation, or do a more sophisticated combination such as finding the transformation which produces least error between all valid pairs. We suggest that choosing any matching pair at random would be a simple, unbiased approach that will average out errors as the process is repeated with each Trail received. We note here that the coordinate transform may perform poorly in the case where Events are very close together relative to the error in localization.
C. Trail decay
The trail is continually scanned and any Crumbs with timestamp older than the age threshold (we used = 4 minutes) are destroyed. This allows for dynamic update of the trail, as outof-date information is deleted. The dynamic response of the trail to changing environments is a function of .
D. Trail-laying algorithm
To implement LOST, each robot maintains an individual Trail. The trail is initially empty. A robot will add members to its Trail for two different reasons:
1) The robot experiences an Event £ . If this happens the robot updates the Trail by adding a Place 6£ ¤ T 9
w here ¤ is the robot's current location estimate. The Place is incorporated into the Trail according to the rules in Section III-B.4. This is how a robot gathers information about the locations of task-relevant events for itself as it explores. 2) If a robot receives a trail on the network, the received trail is combined with the local Trail according to the rules in Section III-B.5 above. In this way Crumbs and Places generated by individual robots are incorporated into the Trails of all robots on the network. In our robot implementation, the received trail is transformed into the local coordinate system. Another possibility is to transform the contents of the local Trail to match the received trail; this will cause all the Trails to converge to a common coordinate system. However, as the incoming trails are very small, and the local trails are relatively large, this is computationally expensive. As we do not seek a global representation, we choose to do the least expensive transformation. Trails appear on the network because they are periodically generated and broadcast by robots. If a robot is moving, it creates a temporary Trail
). The temporary trail consists of copies of all the Places in the robot's main Trail P R
, plus a single Crumb filled in with the current location, the name of the last Event £ , the distance £ from the Event (we used elapsed time as a distance metric), and the current time , i.e.
where P denotes a Place.
[Alternatively, a Crumb can be generated for each Event in the Trail rather than just the most recent Event; we will examine this option in future work]. This temporary trail is broadcast on the network, then deleted. In this way, as they explore the environment, experiencing Events, periodically broadcasting single-Crumb trails ('dropping Crumbs'), and (more frequently) receiving Trails on the network, each robot builds a Trail structure containing Places and Crumbs that describe how to get to Events.
E. Trail-using algorithm
Suppose a robot has a certain Event £ as its goal, such as
The robot interrogates the Trail to discover which way to move to decrease its distance from the goal Event.
Given the robot's current location . This is illustrated in Figure 3 , and can be stated formally as:
, indicating that the Trail has no information about Event The algorithm causes the robot to move towards it's goal Event by following a trail of Crumbs with decreasing distance estimates. In Figure 3 the lowest distance-to-goal estimate of the Crumbs within the robot's sense radius is 7; the robot steers towards the Crumb, and therefore towards the goal. The robot will take the shortest route so far discovered from that location. By following the Crumbs dropped by the whole population, each robot benefits from the others' exploration; robots will find a reasonable route much more quickly than they would alone. The larger the population size, the greater the probability of finding an efficient route and the more quickly a good route is found.
If the crumb sensing radius is larger than the distance between dropped crumbs (the dropping frequency multiplied by the robot's translation speed ' ) , as in Figure 3 , then the robot can follow a continuous trail of crumbs to the goal.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments were performed to test the effectiveness of LOST in a simple version of the resource transportation task. We describe three experiments that demonstrate different aspects of the approach.
A. Environment
The system was tested in our unmodified office building. The floors are smooth and hard, offering good conditions for odometry. The corridors are just wide enough to allow two robots to pass each other. The experiments were performed in the evening but the corridors were open to other building users, and people passed by the robots repeatedly during each trial. The robot navigation controller was designed to avoid obstacles such as trashcans and lockers, and to ignore passers-by (including people and other robots) unless they directly impeded the robot's progress.
The floor layout is shown in Figure 2 (left) and is the same as used in [40] . Figure 2 (right) shows the robots navigating in the test environment. Home and Goal are separated by at least 31m of corridor and two corners in every case.
B. Robots
These experiments were performed with teams of three and four robots drawn from our pool of 9 identical ActivMedia Pioneer 2DXs. We refer to the robots by their names (Bug, Ant, Bee, Fly, Punky and Tanis) in the results below. These are small (50x50x40cm) mobile robot bases with two independently driven wheels and a rear castor. Ours are fitted with PC104+ Pentium II computers running Linux. Each robot has front and rear 8-sensor sonar rings and wheel encoders as its basic sensors. A SICK LMS 200 scanning laser rangefinder was fitted to the front of each robot, providing good quality range readings over a 180 field of view. In its default configuration the SICK gives two samples per degree and a range accuracy of a few millimeters to most surfaces. 802.11 wireless Ethernet connected the robots and our workstations with an effective bandwidth of 1Mbit/sec (1.9Mbit/sec on sustained large-file transfers).
Each robot was controlled by a single program running on its internal computer, using an early version of our networked robot interface Player [43] . The controllers are described below. Performance logs were kept locally on each robot to minimize network load, then downloaded after each experiment. Visualization and debugging software ran on a central workstation.
We chose to abstract away the handling of units of resource. Rather than picking up and carrying real objects, the robots listen on the network for messages indicating they have reached a Place. The messages are generated by the experimenters pressing a button on a GUI when the robot is within a preset distance from the Place; Places are marked on the floor with tape. For verification and as a visual aid, the experimenters also attached sticky notes to each robot's laser turret when reaching Place to indicate picking up resource, then removed it when reaching place ¡ . The sticky notes at ¡ were counted after each trial to verify the logs kept by each robot.
Simulating the handling of object in this way minimizes the complexity of our robots without changing the nature of the problem. We assume that the trail-following system can be independent of the sensing and handling mechanisms that would be required to manipulate real objects.
Localization estimates are made by integrating odometry from the wheel encoders alone. Our experience with the Pioneers has shown that the accuracy of an individual's odometry estimate varies from robot to robot and from trial to trial, so we do not attempt to characterize its accuracy here. Rather, the Pioneer is taken to be reprentative of a typical research robot. Occasionally the Pioneers suffer dramatic odometry errors; the position estimate will jump several meters or not change for several seconds despite a constant actual translation. This shortcoming of the Pioneers increases the difficulty of our experiments and severely tests the robustness of our algorithms.
We have previously demonstrated significant improvement of the Pioneer's localization estimate by combining its odometric position estimate with that of an inertial sensor package by means of a Kalman filter [27] . To emphasize the usefulness of the trail-following method, we chose to use only the most simple odometric localization scheme, available 'out-of-the-box' to most robot users.
C. Robot Behavior
All robots run an identical controller, designed in the behavior-based paradigm [17] . Navigation and obstacle avoidance are provided by three high-level 'behaviors': Navigate, Stop and Panic.
Navigate drives the robot around the environment following walls, turning down corridors and following crumb trails. Navigate is described in detail below.
Stop monitors the laser sensor; if any obstacle is sensed within a threshold distance of the robot, all the wheels are immediately stopped. Stop has the highest priority; it subsumes (disables the outputs of) all other behaviors.
Panic monitors the robot's wheel speeds; if the robot has not moved for a short time (we used 2 seconds), Panic subsumes the Navigate behavior and turns the robot on the spot in a random direction until it detects free space, then moves forward. After a latch interval (we used 6 seconds) Panic times out, re-enables Navigate and returns to monitoring the wheels.
Stop and Panic work together to handle situations that confound Navigate. They prevent collisions and effectively 'unstick' the robot from obstacles, dead ends and traffic jams. We have found Randomized behaviors (like Panic's choice of turn direction) to be a powerful mechanism for avoiding deadlock and cyclic behavior and are often a better solution than a more 'thoughtful' behavior.
D. The Navigate behavior
Navigate exploits the accuracy of the SICK laser scanner to move through the environment, closely following walls and turning into open corridors. Whenever a Trail-hint is available, Navigate uses it to decide which way to turn. 
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The actions do the following things: 1) Follow walls: Wall following is implemented using a sliding box algorithm. A virtual box a little bigger than the robot is placed to the left in the laser scan (see Figure  5 ). The box is moved left to right in front of the robot until the laser scan shows no obstacles within the box. The robot moves forwards at a constant speed, turning towards the center of this box. If there are no obstacles, the box slides along the wall as the robot moves forward.
If an obstacle appears, such as the trash can in Figure 5 ), the box slides out into free space and the robot heads out from the wall to avoid the object. This approach is a simple way to provide some 'lookahead' and adjust the path to avoid approaching obstacles. The width of the box is adjusted to determine the distance kept to the wall; its length determines the distance at which obstacles influence the robot's heading. If there are no obstacles in the first box that is placed it is assumed that the robot is in a big open space and therefore moves forward. If no open space is found the wallfollowing system turns the robot in the opposite direction to the nearest obstacle. 2) Turn left/right: While wall following the robot is continually processing the laser range data for large openings to the left and right. A corridor is identified if the extreme left or rightmost laser samples show a nearby obstacle followed by a large discontinuity and an opening wide enough to accommodate the robot. The robot performs a sharp 90 left turn into corridors on the left, and wide 90 right turns into corridoors on the right. This minimizes the chance of interference with other robots in the junction, and leaves the robot at approximately the correct following distance from the lefthand wall. 3) Turn around: The robot turns 180 , traveling a righthanded semicircle of diameter a little narrower than the corridor. This makes a smooth transition from following the left-hand wall, to following the other wall in the opposite direction. A turn is executed completely before another high-level control decision is made. Once a turn is completed, all turns are disabled for a short time (4 seconds in our implementation). This latching mechanism implements a strategy of 'commitment' which avoids unwanted oscillation between behaviors.
This navigation controller was designed to make the most of the limited space available in our environment. Navigate will keep control of the robot unless the Stop behavior detects an obstacle critically close to the front of the robot. These behaviors make it possible for the robots to perform their task in small rooms and narrow corridors, passing within as little as 20cm to the side and 40cm to the front of each other before interference occurs.
When no Trail heading is available (for example at the beginning of a trial), Navigate explores the environment, turning into available corridors at random. When Trail headings are available, Navigate causes the robot to follow the Trail.
E. Search strategy
A random exploration strategy was chosen because it is simple, requires no a priori knowledge of the environment and will always find a path if one exists, given sufficient time. Thus if a path to the resource exists, a robot will eventually reach it. The first robot to reach the resource must have used the most time efficient path yet discovered and, by the trail broadcasting mechanism, all robots now have a list of waypoints describing this path. Random search finds a path more quickly with larger populations, but we found that a population of 4 was large enough to perform well in our relatively constrained environment.
F. Experiment 1: Transforming local coordinate frames
This experiment was performed to verify that the Trailfollowing method will allow real robots to share Trails between diverging reference frames. Combined with the low-level robot controller described above, the system performs the resource transportation task. Three robots were used with the controller described in the previous section. Figure 6 shows the environmental set-up for this experiment.
1) Procedure and data gathered:
The robots are started one at a time from the same spot at the home position ¡ , with the same orientation. This position is taken as the the origin of their odometric localization space. On start-up each robot is told it is at Home/¡ , so it creates a Place with name ¡ at the origin. The robots' local coordinate systems are therefore initially aligned, so we adopt the optimistic strategy for receiving trails as described above. This allows a robot to use received trails before it has visited both Places ¡ and . This speeds up the convergence to a common trail, but makes the system vulnerable to failure if coordinate systems diverge very quickly. The optimistic strategy was found to be acceptable in practice with our implementation.
After initialization, the controller is run and the robot starts to explore the environment. When a robot comes within 1m of the home or resource position the experimenter 'gives' or 'takes' a unit of resource by sending the robot a message via the network. The robots are fully autonomous for the entire trial. The trial was stopped when only one robot remained working.
Every time a robot completed an A-B or B-A trip the time and the name of the robot is noted. A log is also kept of all 1-Crumb Trails broadcast by each robot.
2) Results: Table I summarizes the results of the experiment, showing the number of trips, distance and lifetime of each robot. They made a total of 52 trips of ¦ 31m each over 41 minutes, traveling a total of 1.6km (0.99 miles) before the experiment was stopped.
At 34 minutes, Punky started to circle around a point approximately 1m short of the goal zone, repeatedly following the wall then turning around following the opposite wall. The Punky's failure can be seen as the tight circling at (16,2) and 34 minutes in Figure 8(right) . As the Pioneer's odometry estimate degrades rapidly when turning, Punky's orientation estimate became poor during the cycling behavior. The single line to the top right of the 2-D plot shows Punky's position estimate as we pushed it down the corridor.
It can be seen that Ant's coordinate system Figure 8 (left) rotated more quickly than that of Fly (middle) or Punky (right). After 30 minutes, Ant's coordinate system has rotated more than 90 relative to that of both Fly and Ant. Despite the relative rotation of their coordinate systems, Fly and Ant continued to successfully follow the trail with zero turning errors until the end of the trial. This demonstrates that the three robots were able to transform Crumbs between their coordinate systems, despite the divergence of their coordinate systems due to accumulating error in their odometric localization estimates.
G. Experiment 2: Shortest path convergence
This experiment was performed to verify that the method causes robots to converge to the shortest path discovered.
The experimental set up is shown in Figure 9 . Four robots are started at ¡ . The robots use identical controllers to the previous experiment. Two start facing left (Bug and Tanis) and two face to the right (Ant and Fly). They are initially co-localized, i.e. they are all started from approximately the same point, which is the origin in their localization space and the two right-facing robots have their initial orientation set to 180 .
The robots are started and begin to explore the environment. The same statistics are kept as for the previous experiment. Again, the experiment ends when only one robot is left working. Table II The localization plots in Figure 11 show that Bug and Tanis initially headed away from the goal. Bug turned two corners at random, as it travelled from (0,0) to approximately (19,-10) then turned around and, by chance, took the same route back 
1) Results:
¡
. The longer route is never used. As the Crumbs that mark the longer route reach their maximum age, they are deleted and the long route is forgotten. This saves storage space and processing time as the Trail is scanned.
The localization estimate plots again indicate that the robots' coordiate sytems diverged over time. Tanis' estimates drifted by 100 over 37 minutes; Ant's drifted by 85 . Bug's odometry shows drift in both directions, initially clockwise until around 15 minutes, then anti-clockwise. This illustrates the variability of the Pioneer's odometry.
Ant, Fly and Tanis all failed in the same way as Punky in the previous experiment; they failed to reach Place , circling just short of it until they were switched off. Bug exhibited the same behavior during the trial at 20 minutes and 24 minutes, but recovered both times and continued to drive between the Places. This experiment demonstrates that the robot team will converge to use the shortest known path. However, the system suffered from a problem that made it unreliable and could not be traced to software error.
2) Diagnosis and solution: Consideration of these results leads to the conclusion that the problem lies in an accumulating shortening of the trail.
The circling is inevitable if a robot reaches the end of the Trail (i.e. the Crumb with the lowest time-to-goal estimate) before reaching the Place. Recall that the controller makes the robot follow walls in the direction of the lowest-valued Crumb. Thus the robot follows the wall past the last Crumb until it is behind the robot, Then it turns round and drives past it again, and so on.
If the trail is too long, i.e. the last Crumb lies beyond the Place, the robot detects the Place as it drives by it and adjusts its estimate accordingly. If the trail is too short, the robot may never reach the Place, never has its estimate reset, and cannot recover.
By abstracting away the objects to be transported, with the goal of demonstrating a less complex, more robust system, that did not need to servo to a target at the end of a trail, we actually made the trail following more fragile. However, this was useful as it makes explicit an important constraint to the system; in order to recover from errors in the Trail (inevitable due to localization error), a robot must search for the goal after reaching the last Crumb [constraint 5].
If a physical object (such as a non-virtual unit of resource) is present at the goal, the robot should sense the object and servo towards it. The Trail becomes a device to get the robot close enough to the goal object to recognize it with sensors.
As we have no physically sensible Places, we solve the problem by using random exploration. When the robot reaches a Crumb with time-to-goal estimate less than or equal to the Crumb dropping frequency (2 seconds in these experiments), it stops using the Trail and instead explores at random until it finds the Place. In practice the Trail always ends very near its Place. In our environment, the robot drives past the last Crumb and reaches the Place almost immediately.
We made this modification and tested the robots again.
H. Experiment 3: Trail-end Event searching
This experiment was performed to verify the solution to the trail-shortening problem proposed in the previous section. The experimental set up and procedure were identical to the previous experiment, except for the addition of a battery hotswap. As the results below show, this trial ran for a long time. As each robot's batteries were drained, we disabled the wheel motors, towed the robot into a side room and swapped its batteries. The controller was still running, so the robot was able to maintain localization estimates during the swap. Once the fresh batteries were installed the robot was towed back into the corridor and its wheel motors enabled. In this way we were able to prolong the duration of the experiment past the battery life time of the 1 miles) before the experiment was stopped. Two of the three robots that failed ran out of power as we ran out of batteries to swap in; the other suffered catastrophic odometry failure -an occasional problem with the Pioneer robot. Figure 13 (top) shows the time that each robot reached Places ¡ and . The regular interval between points in each case shows that the robots were consistently following the trail between the Places. Where there are larger gaps between Places (Fly at 45min, Ant at 160min) the robot was paused to have its battery hot-swapped. The long gap for Bug at 140min was a symptom of its odometry failure -it made two more trips by chance before it failed completely. The interval between Places is similar for all robots, indicating similar performance of each robot while running. when cruising freely. This is the highest speed output by the controller, so we conclude that the team was working at approximately 92% of maximum efficiency, i.e. the robots were following walls in free space in the right direction 92% of their operating time. Figure 14 shows plots of the Crumbs generated by each robot, both on the plane (top) and extended over time in three dimensions (bottom). The large variation in the plots indicates that their coordinate systems drifted independently. For example, Bug's coordinate system rotated clockwise; the other robots' systems drifted anti-clockwise. Tanis' system rotated only by around 0.35 per minute, while Fly's rotated at 2 per minute. Despite the divergence of the robots' coordinate systems, they were able to share trails throughout the trial. seconds after generation. As described above, this prevents the robot using out-of-date data. Old Crumbs become useless as the robot's coordinate frame drifts over time, and if the environment changes, and a new route must be discovered (dynamic environments are discussed futher below). 
V. DICUSSION
This section discusses the reasons for some design and implementation decisions, and suggests some alternatives. 
A. Use of odometry
LOST is independent of the localization method employed; it does not rely on odometry. LOST requires that some localization method is available that is sufficient to guide the robot for the (possibly short) intervals between task events. This is restated later as constraints 1, 2 & 5 in Section V-H. The amount of error we can handle is therefore precisely specified but cannot be quantified without a full understanding of the particular task and environment. The implementor chooses the localization method appropriate for their hardware and task. LOST automatically takes care of issues of long term drift and multiple independent coordinate systems.
Our implementation uses odometry for localization. This was deliberately chosen as the most simple, readily available scheme for our robots in their indoor environment. The authors understand that odometry can be improved upon in many ways. The Pioneer 2's naive, native odometry was sufficient for the robots to reach an event location after each traverse and is therefore perfectly good for the task. Long term drift (of any localization method) is entirely compensated for by LOST.
If task events were more sparse and traverses significantly longer than in our experiments, the unenhanced Pioneer odometry would not have been sufficient to drive the robot between events. The same is true for more challenging environments, say outdoors on rough terrain. GPS would be a good solution here. Where GPS is not available inertial integration can provide very good localization, subject to drift over minutes or hours. LOST is applicable in all these cases, but is particularly useful for self-referenced methods like odometry and inertial integration because robots' coordinate frames are independent and nonstationary and conventional mapping and planning techniques are difficult to apply.
B. Parameters
Any implementation of LOST must set the values of variables and ' from the Trail reading and writing algorithms respectively. These are the only variables intrinsic to LOST; several more are required to tune the low-level navigation controller, but these are specific to the robots and environment and not essential for this discussion.
In setting the Crumb sense radius , there is a trade-off between the amount of information available (the larger the value of , the greater the probability of a useful Crumb being available), and its relevance (the further away a Crumb is, the less likely it is to give you locally useful information). For example, consider a trail of Crumbs that follows around the perimeter of an obstacle. If is smaller than the size of the obstacle, the robot cannot sense the Crumbs behind the obstacle, and follows the trail around the perimeter. If is larger than the obstacle, the robot may attempt to drive directly towards a Crumb on the other side and fail to follow the perimeter.
The size of , combined with the robots' (and hence the Crumbs') localization errors determines the resolution of information read from the trail. We set r ¥ 9 % , which proved to be satisfactory for our experiments.
The Crum dropping rate ' is determined by the speed of the robots and sense-radius . We want Crumbs to be close enough together that at least one Crumb is visible at any time while a robot is following a trail, i.e. the gap between Crumbs must be 
C. Distance estimates
The Crumb's distance estimate £ is the mechanism that decides what the trail optimizes. If £ is spatial distance, the robot follows the shortest known path. If £ estimates time-to-goal, the robot follows the quickest path. Alternative metrics for £ could be chosen to optimize paths for another property. For example if £ were energy-to-goal, flat routes would be favored over hilly routes.
Non-distance values for £ can be used, i.e. metrics that do not provide a continuous gradient, such as an estmate of remaining resources or safety, by adding a direction indicator to the Crumb data structure. The trail-reading and writing algorithms are easily changed to use the heading instead of the location of the Crumb. The early versions of LOST decribed in [38] , [40] use this technique.
D. Data structures
Our Trail implementation used a simple linked list of Crumbs. Searching the list for matching Crumbs is a relatively expensive operation. A more efficient Trail implementation could use a content-addressable data structure to significantly reduce overhead when searching the set of Crumbs.
Our Trail contained an arbitrary number of Crumbs. Another possible efficiency improvement would be to maintain a queue of fixed length. A queue always contains the most recent data; so this removes the need to scan for old Crumbs and delete them. If the population size and Crumb dropping rate are known, the length of the queue determines the maximum age of a Crumb.
E. Scalability
LOST was designed to exploit the physical distribution of a population of robots. The environment is searched in parallel; once a good route is found, the system converges to that route. While the real-robot experiments in this paper used a small population for logistical reasons, our earlier experiments in simulation [38] successfully demonstrated larger populations.
For the following reasons, we believe that the LOST will scale to large populations of real robots, and may even be more efficient as population size increases:
As the population size increases, the amount of the environment searched in parallel increases. Thus the probability of finding good routes increases and the initial search time decreases. The number of Crumbs required to create effective trails in the environment is a function of the size and complexity of the environment; it is independent of the population size. Thus the number of calculations required per robot need not increase as the population grows.
As the population size increases, robots are more likely to be distributed over a wider area (unless extreme interference causes traffic-jams). This means that the probability that the last ¡ crumbs received are distributed along the length of the trail increases. Conversely, a smaller ¡ is required to encode the whole trail with high probability than for a smaller population. We suggest that in larger populations, the total number of Crumbs required in the system will be the same or actually
than for small populations, reducing the amount of computation per robot. At the worst case, the number of Crumbs required is constant with population size, allowing the population to increase indefinitely without using more communications bandwidth, memory or per-processor computation. If we choose not to decrease the Crumb dropping frequency, we can instead use a fixed-size queue of length ¡ to hold Crumbs in a Trail.
F. Comparison with mapping and planning
It is useful to compare LOST with the state of the art in online metric mapping described by Thrun et.al [44] . Thrun's technique combines sensor scan-matching with probablistic localization to produce excellent human-readable maps. This is not the aim of our system. Rather, LOST is an on-line navigation system that is an alternative to mapping and planning; robots navigate between goals without the need for or expense of a map. We are not aware of published figures for comparison, but consideration of Thrun's technique suggests that it requires orders of magnitude more processing, memory and communications bandwidth than LOST and that the required resources would scale at least linearly with population size. To afford scalability we must limit the communications bandwidth required as the population grows, and the memory required to store the map as runs increase in duration. Thrun does not make any claims in this area. We have argued above that the resources required LOST are constant with population size, varying instead with environment size and complexity. We believe that this is the appropriate constraint in highly scalable systems. Indeed, Thrun does not claim that his method scales well to large populations of robots, merely that it "extends to multirobot mapping" in that each robot "contributes to building a single unified map". This implies that the map is assembled at a single point; the system is not fully distributed and can suffer single-point failures. It is also explicitly assumed that each robot can localize itself initially in the map of a special "team leader" robot. LOST has no special role for any robot and no centralized map; instead each robot has its own trail in local coordinates. LOST was designed from the start to be fully distributed and benefits from the associated robustness with respect to point failures. Figure 16 shows a visualization of a Trail stored by Ant during Experiment 3. The plot shows the lowest value of the distance-to-goal estimate £ of the Crumbs within Ant's sense radius (i.e. the distance-hint £ ¡ ) for a grid of points in localization space. The resulting surface can be interpreted as a map -all points where ¢ ¡ are free space -or as a plan -move downhill whenever possible. It resembles the work space of a potential field path planner with no local minima [29] , [45] .
The Trail data structure is something between a dynamic map and a plan. It combines metric data about the positions of objects in the world with instructions on how to get from one place to another.
G. Automatic constraint satisfaction
As trails are continually updated, LOST provides an automatic method for reducing interference. If the Crumb's distance metric is a time, trails are optimized for shortest time. A route that is heavily congested with robots will take a long time to traverse due to interference; a longer route may be more time efficient. Similarly, a short-distance route that passes through a small opening may be suitable for a small population, as the chance that several robots will meet at the opening is small. With a large population, the route is not optimal due to a traffic jam at the opening. Robots will select the longer but faster route. This effect can clearly be seen in the simulation experiments in [38] . This interesting property will be investigated further.
H. Summary of constraints
We have identified various constraints throughout the paper which must be satisfied for LOST to work. These are: 1) Robots must maintain a localization estimate.
2) Localization must be good enough to enable the robot to make a single traverse. 3) Robots can only share Trails about Places they mutally recognize. This is usually reasonable, but might not be true in heterogenous or learning systems. 4) Events occur in fixed places [this is a provisional constraint: we have not yet investigated the behavior of the system with moving Events. Due to the next Constraint, we suspect it will work if Events move slowly relative to the time between occurences; this more relaxed constraint may replace this provisional one.] 5) Robots must have some search strategy when reaching the end of the trail to recover from accumulated trailshortening. 6) Routes found are not guaranteed to be optimal. The probability of finding good paths increases with population size. In summary, LOST is applicable to a class of trail-finding and following problems in which localization estimates can be maintained, and optimality is not essential.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we have presented the novel algorithm Localization-Space Trails (LOST), for finding and traversing routes through unknown environments with a team of robots. We have demonstrated that trail-laying behaviors can be usefully implemented in a shared localization space, rather than directly in the real world. Waypoints can be shared between divergent localization spaces by specifying them with reference to landmarks common to all robots. Unlike previous landmarkbased localization strategies, we use task level features that are necessarily aleady known to and named by all robots.
A straightforward robot implementation was described and a series of experiments demonstrated that: (i) LOST can guide robots between places of interest in the environment; (ii) Robots will take the best known path; (iii) Path information can be shared between coordinate systems using task-relevant features as common reference points; (iv) The system is robust to individual robot failure.
Our robot team performs a useful general task without supervision for long periods. Four robots operated autonomously in an unmodified office building, with a total robot run time of 9 hours 45 minutes and a distance travelled of 8.2km before being defeated by hardware failure. In addition to coping with highly-diverged frames of reference, the system was shown to be robust to individual robot failure and battery hot-swaps. We believe this technique will be of use in a variety of path-finding scenarios, and its simplicity and low computational load make it an attractive alternative to instrumented environments, map building and other techniques that require an explicit global coordinate system.
Having assessed the method applied to a simple task, it should be tested with more complex tasks and environments. It would be particularly useful to examine the system's ability to adapt to dynamically changing environments, particularly its ability to cope with blocked and newly-available routes, and to automatically reduce interference. The method allows for tasks with ¡ sources and sinks; this should be demonstrated in further experiments. Simulation studies could examine the scaling effects and opportunities of large populations.
The system's performance was degraded somewhat by nearcollisions between robots. The phenomenon of interference is an important problem for multi-robot systems, particularly in constrained spaces such as home and office environments. In these experiments we deliberately worked only in the corridors, where robots could always pass each other. We are extending our controllers to cope with co-localization conflicts, such as two robots passing in opposite directions through a narrow doorway. Results of our initial simulation work have been published elsewhere [46] and a similar approach could be implemented on the real robots.
We have not presented a framework or methodology; rather we offer a solution to a realistic problem. The application we have studied is ideally suitable for multiple robots, as is our solution. The method is completely decentralized, highly scalable and directly exploits the physcial distribution of the robots that make up the population.
Like conventional path-planning and mapping solutions, LOST is applicable to a class of problems and is independent of the underlying robot controller. Unlike typical planning and mapping, our system leverages its embodiment and distribution so that it requires relatively modest computation for on-line, any-time path finding in the real world.
We hope that the LOST method will be directly useful for building robust path finding robot teams. We also hope that this paper will be of value as a case study of a fully-realized cooperative multi-robot system.
